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Enjoy our choice of Literature sites. Use the search if you
want to find something specific.

A Coleridge Companion
http://aix1.uottawa.ca/~phoenix/ccomp.html
Take an enlightened trip to Xanadu and discover the meaning
behind Coleridge’s pleasure domes at this online biography of
the brilliant poet. The whole of John Spencer Hill’s superb book
is available here, complete with 18 accompanying plates.
Chapters detailing the influences behind the epic poems Kubla
Khan and The Ancient Mariner reveal the complex nature of
Coleridge, including his crippling addiction to opium and his
unique relationship with Wordsworth.
Last Checked 06-Jul-2000

Bible Gateway
http://Bible.gospelcom.net/
Search for favourite psalms or find biblical verses
relating to a wide range of topics with this American
search engine. Seven different versions of the Bible, including
the King James and the New International, are accessible in
10 languages; although the full range is only available in English.
Entering a keyword or chapter brings up a quotation or a
full-text passage. Swift and simple.
Last Checked 14-Jul-2000

Bodleian Library
http://www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/
Four centuries of books are housed in Oxford University’s official
library and this site is an invaluable companion to its many visitors.
With so many specialist areas, including law, philosophy and
Japanese, it’s advisable to check out this site for things like library
procedures, maps, opening times and useful contact numbers, if
you’re a first-time visitor.
Last checked 08-Aug-2000

Bohemian Ink
http://www.levity.com/corduroy/index.html
Pushing back the parameters of writing, and experimenting with the
unknown are explored at this new-wave site. It describes itself as an
online review of the history and future of experimental literature and
poetry. There is a good search engine and a platform for new writers
to gain entry into this elite club. An excellent resource for
contemporary literature.
Last Checked 29-Sep-2000
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Book-A-Minute
http://www.rinkworks.com/bookaminute/
What with all those newsgroups to visit and emails to send, there’s
precious little time these days to wade through entire works of
literature. Here’s a site that saves you the bother. The condensers-inresidence trim the books down to essential plot and meaning, so
you’ll feel dazzlingly well-read in a matter of minutes. Jane Austen’s
entire oeuvre is dispatched in a couple of dozen words, and you even
get the chance to vote for the next literary victim.
Last Checked 08-Sep-2000

Books Unlimited
http://www.booksunlimited.co.uk/0,5917,84425,00.html
Simple design and engaging content are hallmarks of the Unlimited
sites. Additional to reviews and features from The Guardian and
Observer newspapers, 150 author profiles span centuries and genre,
from Geoffrey Chaucer to Anne Rice. Top 10s also provide a
fascinating insight into celebrity reading tastes. Users can read
extracts from new books, or compete in the Poetry Playoff and Haiku
contests. Highly recommended.
Last Checked 08-Sep-2000

Bulfinch’s Mythology – The Age of Fable
http://www.showgate.com/medea/bulfinch/
Discover the Midas touch by clicking on this magnificent site and
transporting yourself into the magical world of Mythology. For the
Ancient Greeks and Romans, these fabulous tales formed the
foundations of their religion. References to them can be read in
countless plays and novels. This is a superbly-presented site: a
growing table of contents on the front-page links to the stories, which
are accompanied by some lovely black and white drawings. A joy to
read.
Last Checked 06-Jul-2000

Burning Press
http://www.burningpress.org/bphome.html
An electric collection of literary projects displayed in the global
window of the Internet. There are five headings, all of which
encourage audience participation in the form of contributing work
and comments about the existing content. If you can get past the Net
jargon (words like vizlit, micropresses) there are some fascinating
ideas and thoughts, not to mention some wonderful writing. It is a
little out of the ordinary, so get into lateral-thinking mode.
Last Checked 29-Sep-2000

Charles Dickens Page
http://www.fidnet.com/~dap1955/dickens/index.html
A doorway into the world of Charles Dickens, one of the most
entertaining writers in English and a literary heavyweight into the
bargain. Offering an interactive map of Dickensian London, the
content is accessible and substantial. Features on Dickens’ portrayal
of Christmas and his visit to America are supplemented by a timeline
and quotations.
Last Checked 08-Aug-2000

Essays of Sir Francis Bacon
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/mike donnelly/bacon.html
The complete essays of the great 16th century philosopher, writer
and poet, Sir Francis Bacon, have been electronically realised on this
pared down site. Such topics as ‘Cunning’, ‘Anger’ and ‘Riches’ are
available here in black and white, complete with glossary of archaic
terms. An excellent resource for both the scholar and enthusiast.
Last Checked 25-Jul-2000
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Lees bij de volgende vragen steeds eerst de opgave voordat je de bijbehorende tekst raadpleegt.
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Tekst 13 is van internet afgehaald.
Je bent op zoek naar een website met korte samenvattingen van romans.
Staat in de afgedrukte tekst een website die deze verschaft? Zo ja, noteer de naam van de
website; zo nee, antwoord ”nee”.
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